BETTER RISK
VISIBILITY.
MORE
ACTIONABLE DATA.
BETTER
BOTTOM LINE.
Residential | Commercial | Agribusiness

Move Away from Repair and Replace
and Toward Predict and Prevent.
Together, JMI Reports and Betterview are bringing innovative solutions and
state-of-the-art technology to help insurance companies and MGAs leverage
actionable data to speed up their workflows and improve the bottom line.
Predict and Prevent
Future Losses

Improve Your
Underwriter Efficiency

Deliver Better
Customer Service

Protect your blindside by
knowing the true condition
of a property prior to policy
issuance. Leverage historical
data, images and get risk
scoring to understand which
properties pose the greatest
risk of loss now and a
predicted probability of
loss over time.

Risk scoring and actionable,
data-driven risk reporting
reveal property condition,
often without even stepping
on the property. Plus, you
can prioritize when an
in-person inspection is
absolutely critical.

Reduce the review time and
quote cycle time for policy
submissions with the benefit
of better transparency with
your policyholders
throughout the process.

Validate Data from the Policyholder.
With a greater need for versatility and flexibility in approaching your property
inspections, getting critical information from your insured–from square footage
and roof age to exposures and real-time photos–is easier than ever to help you
validate data and price accurately.

QuickVUE™ Verified Underwriting
Elements featuring
helps you:
Condition Evaluation

Property
Characteristics

Building Footprints

Common Regional Perils

From roof shape and
material to measuring
the severity of damage,
ponding, rust, and
tree overhang.

Quickly determine
physical characteristics
including pool,
trampoline, fencing, etc.

Quickly and easily get all
the measurements you
need to properly assess
a property.

Understand a property’s
exposure along with hints
of how it will fair during
inclement weather.

Get rich data
Validate it through remote property assessment by the insured
Get boots on the ground, only when absolutely needed
Gain actionable risk insights
Boost your bottom line

Bottom Line? We Improve Your Bottom Line.
Contact us to learn more about how JMI can improve your loss ratio and sign
up for a free QuickVUE™. Visit jmireports.com/quickvue.
Defensible Space

Building Permits

Assessor’s Data

See and act on Defensible Space
surrounding properties. Predict
and Prevent damage from CAT
and severe weather events.

Easily see all of the permits
that have been filed for
the property.

All the basics without
navigating the ugliest
websites on earth. We’ve
got you covered.

Tim McKendry
440.823.1669
tim@jmireports.com

About JMI Reports
JMI Reports is a risk innovator providing property profiles and data insights to
improve efficiencies and profitability for insurance carriers and MGAs. For more
than 30 years, our mission has remained the same: to protect your blindside by listening to your needs
and by delivering actionable, forward-thinking, and cost-saving solutions that make a difference.

About Betterview
Betterview is the Property Intelligence & Risk Platform that leading P&C insurance companies
depend on to identify and mitigate risk, improve operational and inspection efficiency, and build a
more transparent customer experience throughout the policy lifecycle. By empowering insurers to
automate pricing, underwriting, and renewal while focusing strategic action on critical properties,
Betterview is transforming the insurance industry from Repair and Replace to Predict and Prevent.

Contact us to learn
more about JMI and
how to turn your
information into
risk-saving insights.
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